
DEVOTIONAL QUESTIONS: 
1. How do you manage yourself  during times when you feel inferior or ‘less than enough’? 

2. When you think about putting on the “New Self ”, what role does identity, community, maturity, responsibility 
and destiny play in your journey? 

3. When Paul writes that we have been given a new life, he speaks of  an imparted nature from God, that bears His 
image. How does that encourage you? 

4. When you think about your life, what triggers you to “put on the OLD self ” and abandon what is possible in 
the “NEW self ”? 

NEXT STEPS: 
1. When Paul writes “put off  the old self ”, the tense means to “put off  and keep putting off ”. In what ways will 

discipleship help you be more consistent and grow?
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2. What new belief(s) is God giving you through this message? 

3. Pastor Lance highlighted “Put off ”, “Be made new in your mind and attitude” and “Put on”. Of  these three, 
which one is the most relevant for you right now? Why? What will you do about this? 

4. Pastor Lance listed 6 Bs when he discussed what walking in the new self  looks like. Which two will you work 
on this week and how?  

5. Coordinate a daily declaration statement to go along with the two Bs you will work on this week, and 
document how they are renewing your mind. 

*SMART GOALS: 
a. Specific - Can you state specifically what you are doing? 

b. Measurable - How can we measure this goal so we will know when you have reached it?  

c. Attainable - Is it within your capabilities and does it depend on you? 

d. Relevant - Do you care enough about this goal to make it a priority? 

e. Time Specific - It has a deadline.


